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Analysis of the role of altitude on Diesel
engine performance and emissions
using an atmosphere simulator
Vicente Bermúdez1 , José Ramón Serrano1 , Pedro Piqueras1 , Javier Gómez1 and Stefan
Bender2

Abstract
Forthcoming directives from European Commission will force homologation in altitude to approach standards to actual
driving conditions in order to reduce the gap between regulated and real-life emissions. This work presents the use of a
dedicated atmosphere simulator to analyse the impact of altitude on performance and emissions of a turbocharged
Diesel engine. The presented equipment provides engine intake and exhaust pressure to reproduce high altitude
conditions. Main advantages are related to cost savings with respect to round-robin testing campaigns ensuring
controlled ambient conditions at the different altitudes. The paper shows the main features of the altitude simulator under
steady-state and transient operation and the ability to control temperature at the same time that pressure according to
ISA specifications. The experimental results highlight the need of specific testing facilities to perform calibration tasks
as key tool to comply with future emission standards in a cost-effective manner. In particular, regulated emissions
measured at altitude are shown to clearly exceed that permitted at sea-level emphasising the need to explore new
dedicated engine control strategies for pollutant abatement under altitude operation.
Keywords
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Introduction

reduction (3; 4). This lower coalescence would decrease jetto-wall impingement, but the lower density also decreases

Upcoming regulations as World-wide harmonized Light

the spray angle thus leading to increase the spray penetration

vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC) (1), which will include altitude

(5). In parallel, the combustion start is advanced as altitude

and cold tests, will force to optimise engine performance

increases producing higher maximum in-cylinder pressure

and emissions under these operating conditions. For that

which results in the increase of mechanical loads on the

reason, it is important to have available useful experimental

cylinder walls (6). Other effect of the lower density is

tools able to carry out tests in such low pressure and

the increase of the lift-off, which increases the fresh air

low temperature operating conditions. For example, Sierra

penetration in the jet decreasing initial soot formation (7; 8).

Nevada in Granada (Spain) has roads over 2500 m with
noticeable temperature variations ranging from 0 o C to 35 o C
during the year.
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The reduction of ambient pressure with altitude reduces
response. For example, the decrease of the in-cylinder
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also the air density (2), what highly affects the engine
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However, the lower oxidation rate of the soot caused by the

boosting pressure at sea-level conditions can be kept at high

lower density in the combustion chamber globally increases

altitude (14). This kind of boosting architecture was shown to

soot formation at the end of the combustion process.

allow reaching the same engine power output that at sea-level

These examples show how many factors are affected by

up to 2000 m recovering up to 80% at 5500 m. However it

the altitude at which the engine works. Hence, the diversity

involves oversize the boosting system for sea-level operation

of published studies analysing the altitude influence on

increasing the engine cost and size. In addition concerns

engine performance and emissions. Some of them are based

on turbocharger maximum temperature, surge margin and

on the use of computational tools; for example Zhu et al.

engine emissions should be addressed.

(9) optimized injection parameters using a Genetic Neuronal

In this paper, the operating principle of a mobile altitude

Network in order to improve engine performance but without

simulator (15; 16; 17) is presented. The first part of the

taking into account emissions. Other researchers focused

paper is focused on the description of the equipment layout,

on real driving emissions at different plateau altitudes;
for example, in the work of Wang et al. (10) a vehicle

operation maps and performance in terms of pressure,

powered by a 2.8 l turbocharged diesel engine was driven at

allows keeping constant pressure and temperature in the

altitudes of 1000, 2400 and 3200 m and at constant vehicle

engine intake and exhaust with high dynamic response

speeds ranging from 10 − 90 km/h in order to analyse
regulated emissions. It was observed that CO, HC and PM

against demanded fresh air mass flow variation. Its main
advantages are referred to control of ambient conditions

emissions increased with altitude. However, NOx emission

thus providing high test repeatability conditions with

also increased up to 2400 m but a decrease was found at

significant cost-savings related to calibration test campaigns

3200 m. However, these conclusions are only based on 10

in comparison to other available solutions. In the second

steady-state operating points focusing on the influence of

part of the work the altitude simulator is used to obtain

engine speed and relying on intake charge variation because

a complete engine mapping at different altitudes. Driving

of density decrease as altitude increases to explain emissions

cycles has been also performed to demonstrate the dynamic

variation.

response of the equipment. Combination of steady-state and

temperature and mass flow conditioning. This equipment

Other group of studies on altitude influence are performed

transient operation tests provides a comprehensive range for

in altimetric tests benches (11). The tests are performed by

engine performance and emissions analysis. The obtained

simulating altitude conditions in the test cell environment,

results evidence the need to include altitude as a key

what involves large volume because of the need of high mass

parameter to effectively reduce exhaust gases emissions

flow renewal without pressure and temperature variations. It

under real driving conditions in future generation of internal

contrast with the proposed equipment in this work, which is

combustion engines.

based on a mobile solution able to be shared by conventional
engine test cells and ensuring fast dynamic response to
engine requirements in a compact packaging.

Altitude simulator

Concerning the improvements of the engine response,

An altitude simulator called HORIBA MEDAS (Mobile

some techniques have been proposed to solve altitude penalty

Efficient and Dynamic Altitude Simulator) has been

on performance. Due to the fact that at low ambient pressure

developed to assess engine response operating in different

the intake air mass flow decreases, some studies are driven to

ambient conditions imposed by height. The operating

analyse the potential of enriched oxygen fuel (12) as a way to

principle of this altitude simulator is explained in detail in

improve the engine performance. NOx emissions have been

(17). Some of its design features and performance were

discussed not to be directly affected by fuel oxygen (13),

already discussed in works related to a previous version of

so that can be proposed as potential improvement. Another

MEDAS (18).

solution is based on two-stage sequential turbocharging
system to increase maximum available pressure ratio so that

The installation can work in two different operation modes
just by changing the position of a series of valves (17):
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• Vacuum mode, when the pressure ratio between

compressor (17). The cooler function is to ensure safe

simulated and actual altitudes is lower than one, i.e.

operation of the compressor in terms of inlet and outlet

simulated altitude is over engine location one.

temperature. In turn it additionally reduces the compressor

• Over-pressure mode, when the pressure ratio between

power consumption. To avoid the effects of condensates

simulated and actual altitudes is higher than one, i.e.

formed when the exhaust gas is cooled down, which might

simulated altitude is below engine location one.

damage compressor blades (19), another cyclonic separator

Figure 1 shows MEDAS configured in vacuum operation
mode, which is the one applied in the engine testing
campaign analysed in this work. The valves plotted in black
color means that are fully closed while white background
means open valve. The working pressure, temperature and
mass flow across MEDAS are set by the mechanical
compressor speed (element (17) in Figure 1), the VGT
position (8) and the position of two control valves socalled VGT (5a) and WG (6) valves respectively. Fresh air
in ambient conditions enters the systems across filter (2)

(16) is installed between the cooler and the mechanical
compressor. The risk of condensates and its generation
rate is mainly depending on the engine equivalence ratio,
gas pressure, installation dilution ratio and cooler outlet
temperature. The mechanical compressor speed is controlled
by means of the speed of an electric motor (18) coupled to a
variable-frequency drive. Finally, control on valves (19a) and
(19b) allows discharging the exhaust gases to the atmosphere
(20).

and is driven to VGT (8) and WG (6) branches because

MEDAS operating range

valve (5b) is kept closed. The air mass flow through

Figures 2 and 3 show MEDAS operating maps concerning

the VGT is expanded and cooled down from ambient

mass flow and temperature variation with respect to room

conditions to the pressure of the altitude that is being

conditions in vacuum and overpressure operating modes.

simulated. The VGT power is dissipated in an independent

Vacuum mode range is referred to MEDAS placed at sea-

turbocompressor (9). Alternatively, the WG valve position

level simulating pressure at any higher altitude up to 7000 m;

can be managed in parallel. Basically, it allows increasing

over-pressure mode range is referred to MEDAS placed at

the air mass flow and pressure for a given VGT opening

any altitude up to 3000 m simulating lower altitudes.
In Figure 2, the x-axis at the top of the plot represents the

and mechanical compressor (17) speed but keeping ambient
flow temperature. An intermediate temperature is obtained

pressure at the engine intake (pipe (1a) in Figure 1) and the

at engine intake when both flows join downstream of the

x-axis at the bottom represents the corresponding altitude

VGT and WG branches. The combination of the VGT

according to ISA. The y-axis represents the air mass flow

and WG settings together with the mechanical compressor

entering to the installation. MEDAS can reproduce sea-level

speed allows controlling pressure and air mass flow but also

for a test bench located up to 3000 m and emulate altitudes

provides a good margin for temperature control, as forward

from sea-level up to 7000 m. As examples, at 5000 m, which

explained in next section.

corresponds to a pressure of 0.54 bar, the maximum air mass

A cyclonic separator (13) is installed downstream of the

flow that can be streamed up by MEDAS is around 720 kg/h

VGT to separate the ice or water generated because of very

whilst a test bench placed at 2000 m in height can reproduce

low temperature. Then, part of the air mass flow is aspirated

sea-level pressure providing a maximum air mass flow of

by the engine intake (1a). The equipment works always with

1200 kg/h.

excess mass flow, which is by-passed to pipe (3b) and diluted

Figure 3 shows the temperature variation of the fresh

with exhaust gas mass flow coming from the engine (3a).

air mass flow in vacuum mode and over-pressure mode as

This by-pass pipe (4) ensures engine operation with equal

a function of the simulated altitude. As example, the air

intake and exhaust pressure.

temperature can be cooled down up to 22 o C below room

Due to the fact that valve (23) is closed and valve (15)

temperature at 5000 m in vacuum mode. The installation

is open, the mixture of dilution air and exhaust gases is

ensures regulation capability within this boundary and room

driven to a cooler (14) placed upstream of the mechanical

temperature. Similarly, the minimum air temperature is
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close to cooling water temperature in over-pressure mode

into the colored region of every altitude chart. Null values

simulating sea-level pressure whatever the altitude at which

mean that the EGR valve is completely closed whilst 100%

is placed the installation. Under this operating mode, the

represents fully-open EGR valve. Black dots into the colored

maximum air temperature is defined by the mechanical

region define the operating points that has been tested.

compressor outlet temperature.

Maximum engine torque is shown to decrease progressively as the altitude is increased. At 1000 m the maximum

Engine characteristics

torque is still reached at 3000 rpm despite the decrease of
maximum torque for particular engine speeds. At 2000 m

The engine described in Table 1 was coupled to MEDAS
as shown in Figure 4. The engine intake was connected to
pipe (1a) and the engine exhaust to pipe (3a) according to
numbering in Figure 1. The engine sump was also connected
to pipe (4b) to provide the same vacuum pressure to the sump
than to the intake and exhaust of the engine.
Table 1. Specifications of the tested Diesel passenger car
engine.

Type
Displacement
Diameter
Stroke
Number of cylinders
Valves
Compression ratio
Maximum power
Maximum torque
Maximum mass flow
Turbocharger
EGR type

HSDI - Euro 4
1997 cm3
85 mm
88 mm
4 in line
4 per cylinder
15.5:1
120 kW at 3750 rpm
340 Nm at 2000 rpm
640 kg/h at 4500 rpm & full-load
Single-stage VGT
Cooler, short-route with intake throttle

A complete engine mapping covering different altitudes
(150 m, 1000 m, 2000 m and 3000 m) with change in
ambient pressure and constant ambient temperature, engine
speeds (800 rpm, 1000 rpm, 1500 rpm, 2000 rpm and
2500 rpm) and pedal positions (1 bar BMEP, 25%, 50%,
75% and 100%) has been carried out in order to identify main
trends in engine control strategies and performance. The test

the maximum torque reduction is significant and affects the
whole engine speed range defining the trend that finally
leads to the fall found at 3000 m. In this particular case,
the engine has gone into a safe mode for pedal positions
over 50% keeping torque constant from this value on. The
safe mode aims for high surge margin but also avoids high
compressor outlet temperature, which was found to slightly
surpass 160 o C, and high turbine inlet temperature, which
reached values slightly over 800 o C.
This trend can be explained by two opposite effects.
On one hand, boosting pressure gets decreased because of
ambient pressure reduction, which should lead to a decrease
of the engine air mass flow due to density drop. To offset
this phenomenon, engine control closes the EGR valve as the
operating altitude is increased. This valve gets completely
closed from 2000 m, as shown in Figure 5. EGR removal
slightly increases fresh air mass flow for the same engine
torque and speed conditions in comparison to the region
in which EGR is open at 150 m, as shown in Figure 6.
However, the addition of both gas streams (EGR and fresh
air mass flows) suffers a diminution as the operating altitude
increases. Consequently, the in-cylinder trapped mass gets
lowered at the intake valve closing and due to the limited
charge dilution, the temperature increases significantly.

campaign has been completed with NEDC tests at 150 m,
1000 m, 2000 m and 3000 m in order to analyse the impact of

VGT and boosting pressure

altitude and performance based control strategies on engine

With respect to the VGT behavior, there are two main

emissions.

strategies for VGT control depending on the engine operative
area. On one side, the VGT position is within an open-

Steady-state tests

loop control at engine low load and low speed. In this area,
the VGT position is set by ECU look-up tables, which are

Engine torque

independent of the altitude. This operating region covers

Results under steady-state conditions are plotted in contours

most of the points where the engine is running during the

integrated into torque vs. engine speed maps obtained at

NEDC, except those at very high speed in the EUDC cycle.

different altitudes. Figure 5 shows EGR valve position

On the other side, the VGT position is set in the operating
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region at high engine load and speed in order to keep constant

happens especially at 3000 m resulting in the decrease of the

boosting pressure.

full-load surge limit.

Nevertheless, there are not relevant differences in VGT
position under steady-state operation as a function of the
altitude, as shown in Figure 7. VGT position remains almost
at the same position independently of the altitude. This
means that boosting pressure cannot be not recovered, as
evidenced in Figure 8. Comparing against 150 m in height,
any other altitude presents boosting pressure reductions from
200 mbar to 300 mbar for the same engine torque and speed.
It is due to the fact that the control strategy is prevailing
the compressor safe operation and, therefore, keeps quite
constant its pressure ratio instead of boosting pressure even
at full-load, like in a pure open-loop control strategy.

Driving cycle tests
The main objective of these tests is to analyse the
engine performance and emissions during a NEDC. For
the measurement of gaseous emissions, an exhaust gas
analyser HORIBA 7100DEGR was used. HORIBA analysers
specifications, measuring ranges and response time are
adequate to meet the requirements established by the
Standard ISO16183 for measuring the concentrations of the
exhaust gas components under transient conditions (20).
The sample line of the equipment is connected directly
to the exhaust pipe and it is heated to maintain wall
temperature around 190 o C and to avoid the condensation
of hydrocarbons into the line. The line is extended from

Compressor performance

the exhaust pipe to the equipment units where the different

Figure 9 shows the full-load iso-lines, where EGR is closed,
in the compressor map at different operating altitudes. All
points with the same engine speed should collapse in the
compressor map if the volumetric efficiency does not vary
with altitude. This can be deduced from Equations 1 and 2:
n
p2 − ∆pcooler
ṁ = ηv VD
2
RTco

(1)

analysers are located:
• The hydrocarbon analyser is a heated flame ionization
detector (HFID) type, with detector, valves, pipe work,
etc. heated so as to maintain gas temperature within
190 ± 10 o C.
• Nitrogen oxides are measured on a dry basis, by means
of a heated chemiluminescent detector (HCLD) type
with a NO2 /NO converter. The sampling path is also

√



∆pcooler p2
VD T10
∗
1−
πC η v n
ṁ =
2 RTco
p2
p20

maintained at a wall temperature of 190 ± 10 o C up to



(2)

Equation 1 defines the engine mass flow as a function
of the volumetric efficiency. Multiplying Equation 1 by
√ 
T10 pco Equation 2 is obtained. The expression between
brackets
 in Equation 2 can be said not to change with altitude
p2
since 1 − ∆pcooler
p2
p20 variation is lower than 1% and

the converter.
• The carbon monoxide and dioxide are measured with
an analyser of the non-dispersive infrared (NDIR)
absorption type.

MEDAS stability during dynamic tests
Before to analyse the engine test data obtained under

T10 was controlled to be same in all tests. Therefore, only

transient operating conditions, MEDAS stability in terms

volumetric efficiency variation can explain the horizontal

of pressure and temperature was checked. To achieve

movement of the points with the altitude since compression

this purpose, NEDC at different altitudes were performed

ratio and engine speed were given by engine control or

measuring the instantaneous pressure and temperature in

test definition. The volumetric efficiency variation can be

MEDAS piping system. In particular, these magnitudes were

explained by the exhaust gas back-flows during the open-

measured in pipe (1b) in Figure 1, which corresponds to pipe

loop period of the engine cycle. Thus, the decrease of the

A in Figure 4.

boosting pressure as the altitude increases keeping constant

Figure 10 shows pressure and temperature deviation

the VGT position increases the exhaust gas back-flows. This

with respect to set point values demanded to MEDAS. As
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observed, maximum pressure peaks are below 20 mbar, what

altitude test can be compared to a test at 150 m at the same

means that maximum deviation is about 150 m. Most of

engine wall temperature conditions: cold test at 1000 m is

the time pressure deviation is inside a margin of ±5 mbar,

compared to cold test at 150 m, whilst warm tests at 2000 m

i.e. 40 m, with respect to the set point pressure. Besides,

and 3000 m are compared to each warm test at 150 m.

the mean overall deviation is below 1.6 mbar (13 m) in

Additionally, both 2nd and 3rd warm tests at 150 m are

all altitudes. With respect to temperature, its variation is

compared between them. This last comparison of the warm

o

o

below 1 C and most of the time is below 0.5 C, being the
o

tests at 150 m is used to check repeatability of the testing

overall deviation below 0.2 C in all altitudes. Due to the

campaign. Ambient temperature was constant in all tests, so

reduced margin of variation, intake engine conditions can be

that altitude variation means also pressure change.

assumed to be constant. This high dynamic response of the
altitude simulator is achievable because of the air mass flow
through MEDAS was set to be constant during the tests. As
previously explained, MEDAS works with more mass flow
than the maximum required for the engine at any moment.
The difference is the dilution mass flow across pipe (4a)

Table 2. Dynamic tests campaign.

Engine temperature
Altitude
Day 1
Day 2

Test 1
Cold

Test 2
Warm

Test 3
Warm

150 m
1000 m

150 m
2000 m

150 m
3000 m

in Figure 1. Thanks to this dilution system, the response
against sudden change in engine operating point is very fast
without affecting MEDAS operating conditions in the intake
and exhaust paths.
According to these results, MEDAS simulated atmosphere
can be concluded to reproduce different ambient conditions
even in dynamic conditions. To further confirm this
statement, Figure 11 compares compressor inlet pressure
variation at 150 m over sea-level when the engine operates
connected to MEDAS during the NEDC against when it
operates at sea-level without MEDAS. It is evidenced that
pressure in MEDAS connection is very stable and does not
present any appreciable oscillation over the test. Besides,
pressure at the compressor inlet shows the same variation
with and without MEDAS. Both cases show similar pressure
reduction when the engine sucks more air, which is caused by
the increase in pressure drop in the intake filter and piping.

VGT control. VGT control is based on the insights described

from steady-state tests but shows some differences due to
dynamic corrections. As previously stated, VGT position
is fixed while EGR valve is open whilst VGT controls
boosting pressure in order to keep it constant from mediumhigh engine load. Additionally, under steady-state conditions
it was shown that the boosting pressure target is reduced
as altitude increases leading to pressure ratio-like control
as a function of altitude. However, this behaviour is not
found under transient operation. As shown in Figure 12(a),
during the UDC phases boosting pressure and turbine inlet
pressure decrease with altitude governed by ambient pressure
reduction, with the only exception of accelerations. In this
phases the turbine pressure ratio (πT ) at high altitude is
always over the value at 150 m increasing the power
transferred to the compressor. This behaviour is much more
marked during the EUDC phase. Dynamically, the VGT

Engine performance

tends to be more and more closed as the altitude increases.

The tests campaign was performed in two different days

This results in higher turbine expansion ratio despite of

according to data shown in Table 2. During the first day, three

the lower turbine inlet pressure. Consequently, compressor

tests in a row were carried out simulating ambient conditions

pressure ratio (πC ) increases, as shown in Figure 12(b). In

at 150 m. The first cycle was run in cold conditions. At the

spite of this increase in turbine and compressor pressure

end of this tests the engine had already completed the warm-

ratios, they are not big enough to compensate the decrease

up being the following two tests performed consecutively.

in ambient pressure. Dynamic corrections of the VGT and

The second testing day was devoted to complete three tests

corresponding turbine inlet pressure peaks are not enough to

following the same procedure but changing the operating

recover boosting pressure target at sea-level so that this must

altitude (1000 m, 2000 m and 3000 m). Therefore, each

be decreased with altitude increments. Boosting pressure just
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surpass 150 m values in case of 1000 m during the final

during operation in the VGT open-loop region (zones A and

EUDC acceleration.

B) is that boosting pressure and turbine inlet pressure are

Regarding the compressor operating conditions during

higher at 1000 m than at sea-level in some accelerations.

NEDC, Figure 13 represents them on the compressor map

Also a relevant increase is noticed at 2000 m and 3000 m.

at the four studied altitudes. It can be said that pressure ratio

This is caused by the dynamic corrections on the VGT

growing at EUDC, as shown in Figure 12(b), increases the

open-loop control and increases fresh air mass flow in these

risk of over-speed during driving cycles. Figure 12(b) also

regions, which increases further turbine inlet pressure and

shows that surge risk is not high during NEDC and barely

pumping losses.

increases at UDC (πC < 1.5) due to the higher pressure ratio
as altitude increases.

In zone C, the VGT is controlling in closed-loop and
provides at least the same boosting pressure for all the

Air mass flow. Fresh air mass flow increases with the

altitude, as shown in Figure 14, where the deviation
in accumulated mass has been represented according to
Equation 3:

altitudes, as shown in Figure 12(a). EGR is just still open
at 150 m. This makes the fresh air mass flow increase even
more with respect to low altitude conditions. Finally, in the
first part of zone D air mass flow is constant for all the
altitudes because EGR is closed for all the altitudes and
boosting pressure is the same for all of them controlled

t
P

Variable deviationtalt = 100

Variablealt −

0

t
P
0

t
P

by the VGT. In the second part of zone D air mass flow
Variable150m
decreases with the altitude because VGT stops controlling
(opens), causing the boosting pressure to decrease with

Variable150m

0

(3)
Measured total air mass in altitude conditions has always

altitude because the VGT does not provide energy and the
EGR valve is completely closed even at 150 m.

been higher than at 150 m. The maximum fresh air mass is
obtained at 1000 m above sea-level, decreasing at 2000 m

Fuel consumption. Figure 15 shows the deviation in

and 3000 m because of the decrease in boosting pressure

accumulated injected fuel mass of every test with respect

with the altitude.

to 150 m (note that deviation in test at 150 m is due to

The increase in fresh air mass flow can be explained

comparison between two tests as repeatability check). Two

by the different strategies in the VGT and EGR control.

different trends are identified and conditioned by VGT and

During UDC phase (zone A in Figure 14), fresh air mass

EGR control strategies.

flow is increased at 1000 m and 2000 m because EGR is

On one hand, the increase in fresh air mass flow and

progressively closed with altitude, in spite of the fact that

turbine inlet pressure during UDC leads to higher pumping

average boosting pressure is lower because VGT is open-

losses. Note that at 1000 m the increment is higher than

loop controlled. At 3000 m, fresh air decreases with respect

at the rest of the altitudes because the engine is colder,

to 2000 m. It is due to several reasons. On one hand, at

causing the VGT to be even closer. In addition, EGR is

2000 m EGR is already fully closed. Additionally boosting

present in the combustion chamber still at 1000 m. As

pressure is as expected much lower as altitude increases

a consequence, 1000 m case is characterised by lower

and exhaust gas back-flows become much higher. At the

combustion temperature and lower maximum in-cylinder

beginning of the EUDC (zone B in Figure 14), VGT is

pressure than 2000 m and 3000 m cases, at which the EGR

still open-loop controlled. However, EGR slightly opens at

valve was fully closed. Therefore, the indicated efficiency is

150 m with respect to zone A whilst gets closer at 1000 m.

lower at 1000 m than at 2000 m and 3000 m. During the

Consequently, the growing trend in fresh air mass increases

accelerations in the UDC, fuel consumption suffers peaks

with respect to zone A for all altitudes over 150 m. Moreover,

at high altitude. These are caused by the dynamic response

dynamic response of the VGT open-loop control are also

of the VGT, which closes to follow the vehicle acceleration

more aggressive in zone B. Another important phenomena

imposed by the driving cycle.
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Concerning the EUDC where the VGT is controlling in

EUDC, soot emissions decreases at altitude. This is due to

closed-loop, pumping losses increase is more significant due

two reasons. On one hand, VGT controls boosting pressure,

to higher turbine inlet pressure (Figure 12(a)). It results in

what balance jet-to-wall impingement at high altitude. In

fuel consumption increase very fast at 2000 m and 3000 m.

addition, EGR is fully closed at altitude but still open at sea-

At 1000 m, there is not any fuel increase during EUDC phase

level, what also increases soot formation at sea-level with

because ambient pressure is not too low and the increment of

respect to altitude operation.

boosting pressure is mostly achieved by the closer position
of the EGR valve with respect to 150 m.

Regulated emissions are summarised in Figure 17, which
shows emissions at the different tested altitudes in grams per
kilometre distinguishing between UDC and EUDC phases
of NEDC. All pollutant emissions increase as altitude does

Emissions

from two to three times the emitted mass at 150 m caused

Finally, the analysis of the emissions during NEDC at

mainly by the EGR closing (high temperature in combustion

different altitudes is performed. Measurements has been

chamber), VGT closing (exhaust back-flows) and lower

done downstream of the DOC. All the accumulated emission

boosting pressure (jet-to-wall impingement).

deviations represented in Figure 16 are calculated according
to Equation 3. NOx emissions are higher as altitude
increases. The main reason for NOx emissions increase is
the EGR valve closing. At 2000 m and 3000 m the EGR

Summary and conclusions

valve is fully closed during the whole NEDC, being NOx

In this paper, an altitude simulator has been presented as

emissions very similar between them. This result is slightly

an efficient tool to analyse the performance and emissions

different compared to data shown by Wang et al. (10),

dependence on altitude of internal combustion engines. In

where NOx emissions decrease at 3200 m with respect to

particular, the behaviour of a turbocharged Diesel engine

2800 m. However, results are similar to the one obtained

has been analysed comparing four different altitudes from

by Yu et al. (21) where NOx emissions barely change at

150 m to 3000 m. MEDAS has been proved to provide stable

high altitude. These different NOx emissions trends can be

pressure and temperature conditions showing its operating

strongly affected by particular EGR strategies in each tested

range in terms of maximum mass flow as a function of

engine and remarks the importance of an appropriate control

altitude as well as its dynamic response.

strategy focused on emissions reduction at high altitude.

With respect to the engine behaviour in altitude, steady-

THC and CO emissions also show dramatic increase with
altitude. DOC was not activated until late in the EUDC part

state tests show different trends than dynamic tests due

of the NEDC, where Figure 16 shows that CO emission

observed under steady-state operation is the reduction

flattens but THC are still increasing. Their increase before

of the maximum torque with altitude, specially reduced

catalyst activation at high altitude is partly explained by the

at 3000 m because the engine goes into a safe mode

prevalence of the jet-to-wall impingement, which is caused

protecting the compressor from surge and turbine from

by the lower pressure in the combustion chamber during fuel

too high temperature. As altitude increases, EGR valve is

injection (lower boosting pressure). CO and THC emissions

gradually closed, being completely closed from 2000 m. This

are especially relevant in the accelerations taking place along

strategy makes EGR flow increase. With respect to VGT, it

the UDC phase, due to the increased exhaust gas back-flows

operates according to an open-loop control strategy inside

when boosting pressure is low but turbine inlet pressure

the EGR operating region, but applying dynamic corrections

grows suddenly due to VGT closing.

in the accelerations during the dynamic tests and additional

to dynamic control corrections. The most relevant change

As gaseous pollutants, soot emissions also increase with

corrections during engine warm-up. Only during the EUDC,

altitude. The cause is very similar to the increase of CO,

VGT clearly operates in closed loop in order keep boosting

also with peaks at the highest altitude. At the last part of the

pressure constant for whatever the altitude.
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VGT dynamic actuations during EDC generate severe
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Energy 2014; 157:789–797.

peaks of pressure in the exhaust manifold. Those pressure

[10] Wang X, Yin H, Ge Y, Yu L, Xu Z, Yu C, Shi X and Liu H.

peaks in the exhaust plus a low boost pressure in the

On-vehicle emission measurement of a light-duty diesel van

intake manifold increase engine pumping losses, reduce

at various speeds at high altitude. Atmospheric Environment

indicated efficiency and increase engine back-flows with

2013; 81:263–269.

a severe penalty in bsfc and emissions. According to

[11] Human DM, Ullman TL and Baines TM. Simulation of

emission results, control strategies should be moved from

high altitude effects on heavy-duty Diesel emissions. SAE

just performance and mechanical protection criteria to raw

Technical Paper 900883, 1990.

emissions abatement in order to be able to meet incoming

[12] Li X, Xu S, Xiong Y and Liu X. Effects of oxygenated fuel

pollutant standards requirements at altitude together with a

on diesel engine performance under the simulated condition

proper selection and sizing of aftertreatment systems.

of plateau area. Acta Petrolei Sinica (Petroleum Processing
Section). 2016; 321:215–220.
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Nomenclature
BGR
BMEP
DOC
ECU
EGR
EUDC
ISA
ṁ
ṁ∗
MEDAS
n
NEDC
OP
p
R
T
UDC
VD
VGT
WG
WLTC

Burn Gas Ratio
Brake Mean Effective Pressure
Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
Engine Control Unit
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Extra Urban Driving Cycle
International Standard Atmosphere
Mass flow
Reduced mass flow
Mobile Efficient Dynamic Altitude Simulator
Engine speed
New European Driving Cycle
Over-pressure
Pressure
Gas constant
Temperature
Urban Driving Cycle
Cylinder displacement
Variable Geometry Turbine
Waste-Gate
Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycle

Greek letters
∆
π
ηv

Difference, increment
Pressure ratio
Volumetric efficiency

Subscripts
0
1
2

Stagnation conditions
Compressor inlet
Compressor outlet

3
4
co
C
t
T

Turbine inlet
Turbine outlet
Cooler outlet
Compressor
Time
Turbine
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Figure 1. MEDAS layout in vacuum mode.
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Figure 2. MEDAS mass flow and altitude operating range in a test bench placed at up 3000 m in altitude.
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Figure 3. Temperature variation with respect to ambient conditions in vacuum and over-pressure modes.
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A – Engine intake
B – Engine exhaust
C – Engine sump
A

C

A

B
C
B

Figure 4. Engine (left) and MEDAS (right) connections.

Figure 5. EGR valve position at different altitudes as a function of torque and engine speed.
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Figure 6. Fresh air mass flow at different altitude as a function of torque and speed.
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Figure 7. VGT position at different altitude as a function of torque and speed.
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Figure 8. Boosting pressure at different altitude as a function of torque and speed.
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Figure 9. Compressor operation in full-load engine steady-state conditions at different altitude as a function of engine speed.
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Figure 10. MEDAS dynamic response: pressure and temperature deviation with respect to set point during NEDC.
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Figure 11. MEDAS dynamic response: comparison of pressure deviation at compressor inlet during NEDC.
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Figure 12. Instantaneous differences of variables at different altitudes with respect to 150 m during NEDC: (a) boosting pressure
and turbine inlet temperature; (b) compression ratio and expansion ratio.
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Figure 13. Compressor operating conditions during NEDC at different altitude as a function of engine speed.
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Figure 14. Accumulated deviation of fresh air mass during NEDC with respect to 150 m as a function of the operating altitude.
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Figure 15. Accumulated deviation of fuel mass during NEDC with respect to 150 m as a function of the operating altitude.
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Figure 16. Accumulated deviation of regulated emissions during NEDC with respect to 150 m as a function of the operating
altitude.
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Figure 17. Regulated and CO2 emissions in UDC and EUDC phase of NEDC as a function of the operating altitude.
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